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Get more time
to focus on

priorities.
How can you increase your
library’s efficiency?

Comprehensive and flexible
management system

More than ever, libraries have to manage a wide
range of resources. You need a cost-effective way
to manage cataloguing, circulation, acquisitions,
accounts, and reporting for everything in your
library. OLIB is a fully proven library management
system for digital media and traditional materials,
operating in academic, special, and corporate
libraries worldwide. Essentially, this comprehensive
and flexible management system allows you time
to do what you do best: connecting individuals
to knowledge.

OLIB is a complete ILS that includes circulation,
cataloguing, new-generation OPAC, funds and
acquisitions, serials control, reporting, enquiry
management, and data import and export.
• Fully integrated OLIB reporting suite includes a
library of standard reports that can be enhanced
to suit your future needs.
• New-generation OPAC retrieves results based
on natural language searching and offers newgeneration social features.
• Cataloguing includes customisable data entry
screens for all media, including optional MARC
integration with WorldCat®.

OLIB is a highly configurable integrated library system that allows
you to customise all areas of library management and end-user
discovery to reflect your local requirements, thereby enabling
more efficient workflows and saving staff time. With this proven,
functionally rich system, you get added value at an attainable cost.

Get integrated library management
tailored to your individual needs.
By having a library management system that can be built around what you need,
your staff can focus on other areas, adding further value for your users as less time
is taken up on routine tasks. Together, we can provide more for your users.
Reduce your technology costs and your reliance
on IT support by choosing OLIB hosted services.
OCLC has handled hardware and software updates
for OLIB hosted users for more than ten years. And
because OLIB is fully scalable, we can host libraries of
any size—from those with only a handful of staff users
to large systems with hundreds of users. A web‑based
staff interface facilitates ease of use throughout
your organisation.
Empower users by providing more social features
with the new-generation OPAC, enabling interaction
and participation with the library, including a
recommender service and tagging. Users have access
to enhanced data, including reading lists, e-links,
and faceted searching, presented in a clear and
concise interface. Your organisation can maximise
the benefits of online resources by offering more than
just traditional catalogue searching to make your
holdings more accessible.
Access in-depth analytical cataloguing. Records
for items such as journal articles and abstracts or
musical parts can be catalogued and searched for
with the same degree of accuracy and availability as
top‑level records.
Offer more to users. OLIB allows you to integrate
with other related systems in your organisation,
providing more flexible access to a wider range
of resources.

Visit oc.lc/OLIB or contact uk@oclc.org to find out more.
Learn more about how OLIB can help your library by contacting our team of Library Services
Consultants, who can get you all the information you need to make an informed decision.

Because what is known must be shared.®
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